
Yarn 
And other infor-

mation 
 

 
 

This beret begins with a Twist Cable Rib and 
ends with a 12 pointed star. The Horseshoe lace 

pattern is luxurious in Stotts Ranch  
Worsted yarn.   

It All Comes Together Beret 
by Kate Lemmers 

Intermediate 

Stotts Ranch 
Worsted  

54% Kid Mohair 
48% Merino 

1 skein 
 
 
 
 
Sized for Adult  
Med and Large 
Approx 21½ or 

23¼” 

22 sts x 26 rows = 
4” (10 cm) 

Stockinette St  
before blocking 

 
Needles 

US #7 (4.5 mm)  
16” circular and 
double point  

needles 
 

Or size needed  
to obtain gauge 

 
Darning Needle 

 
Stitch marker 

 
 



DESIGNER NOTES: 
1.) Pattern written for smallest 

size with other sizes in 
parentheses, when only one 
number is listed it applies to 
all sizes. 

2.) LHN= Left Hand Needle, 
RHN = Right Hand Needle  

3.) There is a Right Twist Cable 
perform as follows: K2tog, 
but leave on LHN, knit first 
st, then slip both sts from 
left hand needle.   

4.)  First row of lace pattern has 
a YO, p1, YO. After first YO 
to bring working yarn to 
front of work to purl the next 
stitch, then bring yarn back 
over needle to knit next 
stitch.  The YOs will balance 
out during blocking. 

5.) As shaping begins, you will 
remove marker, Slip last st 
from RHN to LHN, replace 
marker, and begin by p3tog. 

6.) Switch to double point 
needles as needed when 
shaping top.  

 
Hat: 
CO 96(104) sts. Place marker and 
join for knitting in the round being 
careful not to twist sts.  
 
Work rounds 1 thru 4 of Chart A for 
4” ending with row 1 or 3. {See note 
3 for Right Twist directions} 
 
Increase round: *P1, k1, yo, k1, p1, 
repeat from * to end of round, [120 
(130) sts] 
Work rounds 1 thru 8 of Chart B, 5 
times total. {Remember note 4.}  
 
Crown Shaping: Following Chart C, 
Work rounds D1 thru D6 {Remember 
note 5} switching to double pointed 

needles as needed. [24 (26) sts] Last 
round: *SKK, K2tog, repeat from *, 
12 (13) sts.  
 
Finishing: Cut yarn and thread thru 
remaining sts, draw tight, pull to 
inside and secure. Wet block over a 
plate or round piece of cardboard 
measuring 10 ¾ (11 1/2)” across. 
For a more open hat, loosely thread 
dental floss thru the first row of the 
second repeat and block to desire 
size. Weave in ends 


